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Summary
The contribution is conceived for non-nuclear experts, intended as a synthetic and simplified overview of the technology related to energy by nuclear fission. At
the end of the paper, the Reader will find a minimal set of references, several of them on internet, useful to start deepening the knowledge on this challenging,
complex, debated albeit engaging energy source

Why nuclear energy is still an option
As an introductory reflection, we should recognise that energy represents a very complex equation, where no easy or ultimate solutions are yet available.
Today, notwithstanding a renewed criticism arisen after the Fukushima event, nuclear energy by fission is still an option in several Countries

The main reasons are:
•

the expense of power delivered is generally modest or if nothing else cutthroat with other energy sources, given that some limit conditions are
affirmed (e.g., construction time schedule kept); atomic is a nearly sans co2 energy all in all life-cycle, along with renewables [1,2], see fig. 1,
consequently an unnatural weather change and related natural worries are considerably decreased;

•

atomic is a great industry subsequently is normally used to improve and create nation's economy, since the biggest piece of the speculation is on
the development stage and not on the fuel cost concerning the non-renewable energy sources

•
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Assessment of life-cycle CO₂-identical discharges per power delivered with various fuels
large disbursement outside the country, moreover that phase could be carried out with local industries for more than 50%
The fundamental interest in this wellspring of energy is genuinely founded on the purported "mega factor". While looking at the energy delivered by a
synthetic response, as in the ignition period of a coal (C) iota or a methane (CH4) particle, with an atomic response on a core of uranium (235U isotope)
by a neutron (n), how much energy (Q, in Electron Volt) contrasts from six significant degrees:
C+O₂ = CO₂ + Q (Q = 3.6 eV),
CH₄+ 2O₂= CO₂+ 2H₂O + Q (Q = 9.22 eV),
²³⁵U+n=F₁ + F₂ + vn + Q (Q = 211.5 MeV).
That implies, for a bigger scope, 5 grams of atomic fuel (UO2) are enthusiastically same to 640 kg of wood, or 360 m3 of methane, or 400 kg of coal, or
350 kg of oil, in addition with no CO2 discharges
Today, just a limited quantity of regular Uranium (which isotopic piece is: 234U,0.006%; 235U, 0.712%; 238U, 99.282%) is took advantage of in the
current, warm atomic reactors, since just the 235U isotope goes through parting with warm neutrons. Later on,70% of the innate substance of this
component could be utilized, by change of the biggest isotope (238U) into a fissile isotope with quick neutrons, in quick atomic reactors

The high energy thickness of this fuel reflects likewise in the land use and in the framework prerequisites of a power station. For a 3000 MWe thermal
energy plant, about 150 hectares are required, a size that copies for a coal or oil terminated power plant of a similar introduced power, because of the fuel
capacity on location. Renewables are seriously requesting: for 33% of the introduced power, some square km are required for hydro-power (a huge dam),
many square km for sunlight-based chargers, hundreds for a breeze ranch, thousands for a biomass estate
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Fig.2
Nuclear decay power after shutdown
Why a nuclear reactor is different from other power plant?
Together with the pros, come the cons.
Thermal power and atomic reactors have novel, basic highlights that should be properly tended to, to take advantage of the previously mentioned positive
qualities while lessening the relating gambles.
The central concerns are on wellbeing and atomic waste, subjects that are common in any discussion on atomic.
Those issues have their founding phenomenon in the fission event.
During that occasion, brought about by a sluggish, warm neutron cooperating with a core of 235U, in excess of 200 MeV of energy are delivered, the
biggest part as motor energy of the two or three splitting pieces that are created. Those isotopes are wealthy in neurons subsequently instable and rot to
additional vigorously steady arrangements by transmitting energy, in radiation structure. The parting pieces discharge that rot energy with postpone after
the splitting occasion, with qualities time going from seconds to years.
That radioactivity addresses the main basic and one-of-a-kind perspective for an atomic reactor:
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regardless of whether the neutrons are ingested consequently the partings halted, the fuel keeps producing radiation. The subsequent rot power is
equivalent to practically 6% of the full nuclear energy in the primary second after the reactor closure, then, at that point, rots with time however stays at
reasonable levels for long time (e.g., 0.2% following multi month, see fig. 2). That implies wellbeing frameworks to dismiss the rot heat are expected to
enter and stay in activity for each atomic reactor, in the event of mishap. In any case, as happened in Fukushima, the fuel could overheat and fizzle,
delivering the radioactivity into the security control building and conceivably to the climate, on the off chance that the wellbeing regulation is dependent
upon a further disappointment.
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FIG.3
•

The nuclear fission chain reaction: energy released and nuclear waste generated.

•

A subsequent novel component is the likelihood to build the force of the atomic reactor past the planned ostensible power, conduct unthinkable in
the other power plants. The splitting occasions and the neutron populace are adjusted during an ordinary, stable activity of the reactor: a steady
creation of neutrons produced by the past splitting occasions, produces thusly a consistent and stable number of new partings.

•

A decent chain response is reached when one neutron, among the 2 or 3 created for every splitting, can produce a further parting in the fuel. The
excess 1 or 2 neutrons are consumed into the fuel, the underlying materials of the reactor, the liquid going about as arbitrator and coolant, or hole
from the reactor.

•

Assuming that more than one neutron proceeds with the splitting system, the chain response could wander, creating a dramatic increment of the
comparing power. That implies further wellbeing frameworks are expected for the atomic reactor, ready to stop the chain response when the control
is lost or at all mishap happens. The closure control bars are neutron safeguards entering in activity in couple of moments to stop the atomic
response.

•

A third unique feature, related to the nuclear waste issue, is related to the absorption of neutrons by the fuel, as mentioned before. The large amount
of 238U present in the fuel, usually enriched only at 3–4% in the fissile isotope 235U, leads to the transmutation of the heaviest Uranium isotope
into further, heavier nuclides by neutron capture.

•

Accordingly transuranic actinides like plutonium (Pu), americium (Am), curium (Cm) are made by consecutive neutron retention into the fuel.
These actinides are wealthy in neutrons thus instable, radioactive alfa-producers and a few of them are extensive (e.g., Pu half life is equivalent to
23 000 years).

•

These transuranic components created by neutron catch, along with the splitting sections delivered by neutron parting, are the genuine, risky atomic
waste, (see fig. 3) bringing in a modest quantity of issue (10% of the atomic waste v olume) 90% of the entire radioactivity created by an atomic
reactor.
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A fourth component is the likelihood to set off exothermic compound responses during extreme mishap situations, prompting hydrogen creation. The
cladding of the atomic fuel is normally made of zirconium composite, since that sort of steel is a lower neutron ingestion material. Yet, if there should be
an occurrence of extreme mishaps, normally with a deficiency of fuel cooling capacities, in the event that the cladding temperature climbs past 1200 K
the water steam responds with the zirconium, which creates a quick oxidation that produces hydrogen, as happened in Fukushima. The connected security
frameworks to keep away from such a situation take on hydrogen burners catalytic recombiners or intertied regulation structures.
A fifth uniqueness of the atomic reactors alludes to financial matters. The creation cost
of power (¤/kWhe) is to a great extent based (> half) on capital venture cost, for example the short-term cost of development of the thermal energy station
in addition to the monetary interests during the development time frame, while the fuel costs are around 25%-30% and activity and upkeep costs the
leftover part. The very inverse than some other fossil fuelled power plant, where over 70% of the expense of power creation is the fuel cost. This cost
structure suggests that atomic is cutthroat when non-renewable energy sources cost is high and the expense of cash is low.

Basics of Nuclear Reactors
From a simplified, technical point of view, a nuclear reactor is a sort of nuclear boiler producing steam, which is sent to a turbine that moves a generator,
hence producing electricity.
More than 80% of the nuclear power plants in operation nowadays belong to the pressurised water reactor (PWR) or to the boiling water reactor (BWR)
type (see fig. 4). Both of them use water as moderator to slow down (thermalize) the neutrons to increase the fission probability of 235U, as well as fluid
to cool the fuel. The main difference is that in PWRs the water is kept in liquid phase by high pressure (155 bar), to enhance the moderation feature,
hence a secondary circuit is needed to produce the steam, while in BWR the steam is generated directly into the primary circuit and sent to the turbine.
The atomic fuel is as a rule as UO2 pellets, 8 mm breadth and 12 mm level, stacked up into zircalloy cladding chambers 3.5 m length. A square framework
8 × 8 (BWR) or 17 × 17 (PWR) of those fuel bars structures one single fuel gets together. Concurring to the size of the reactor, many fuel congregations
structure the atomic centre, to be cooled by the water.
The shutdown control rods, the water cooling and the water injecting systems are the main safety systems connected to the primary and secondary circuits
(only for PWRs) of the reactor.
The last obstruction to keep away from radioactive delivery towards the climate is the wellbeing regulation framework. Normally in PWRs a steel or a
substantial regulation is given, ready to endure the most extreme tension and temperature made by the steam delivered by the essential cooling framework
into the structure during a deficiency of-coolant mishap. In BWRs an alternate procedure is taken on: the steam is delivered into a dry-well chamber,

FIG.4
•

Left: PWR type; right: BWR type

•

then, at that point, coordinated into a wet-well chamber through enormous channeling that guide the steam into a concealment water pool,
where it is dense. Both the controls need to endure likewise to outside mishaps, going from regular (cyclones, floods, tremors) to synthetic
(plane accident) occasions.

A more general classification for reactors adopting thermal, moderated neutrons is reported in table I
TABlE.1- Main thermal reactors, classified by type of moderator-coolant-fuel.
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Basics of nuclear fuel cycle
A long and complex journey is required to produce and manage the nuclear fuel (see fig. 5)
•

The ore of the natural uranium is mined with the same classical methods adopted in the mining industry, in open or underground mines, or is
extracted by leaching. The ore is then concentrated and purified, to eliminate all the rare earths and other chemical elements than UO2, that
could represent a poison for the neutrons in the final nuclear fuel.

•

Since the content in 235U in the natural isotopic mixture is only 0.7%, the fuel is usually enriched up to 3–4% in order to optimise its use in
the nuclear reactor. The enrichment process requires the conversion from UO2 to UF6, a fluorinated compound that can be transported in solid
state and easily transformed into a gas by heating it at low temperature (60 ◦C). The gaseous state is needed to mechanically enrich the fuel,
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FIG.4

The main steps of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle.
i.e. increasing the 235U content with respect to 238U. The available enrichment processes are based on the gaseous diffusion across a porous membrane
and on the ultracentrifuge technology. Both the processes exploit the different velocity or the different centrifugal force acting on the 235UF6 molecules
with respect to the 238UF6 ones. But the ultracentrifugation method is more effective for the separation capacity (1 order of magnitude better than the
gaseous diffusion) and for the energy consumption (50 times less than the electricity consumed by the gaseous diffusion). Once enriched, the UF6 must
be re-converted into UO2 to create the fuel assemblies. The UO2 powder is syntherised to form stable, ceramic pellets, which fill in the zircalloy fuel
rods, than grouped in square matrix to create a fuel assembly. The fresh fuel assemblies replace the spent fuel ones into the reactor, once the power plant
is shutdown for refuelling and maintenance operations every 12–18 months. The spent fuel contains mainly 238U (still > 95%), the fission fragments and
the transuranic elements accumulated during the fuel burnup period, as well as some 235U the reactor was not able to burn. The transuranic elements
include 239Pu, a new fuel for the reactors but also a strategic element, used to produce the nuclear warheads. At this point in the cycle, the spent fuel
assemblies could be sent to the temporary or, in the near future, to the final waste repository, creating an “open cycle”. Otherwise if a “closed cycle” is
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selected, the spent fuel assemblies are sent to a recycling facility, to retrieve the fissile isotopes 235U and 239Pu (to produce further fuel, the so-called
MOX, Mixed OXide fuel, UO2 + PuO2) and to separate and concentrate the fission products and the transuranic elements, which are conglomerated into
a special glass matrix able.
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FIG.6

Waste generation comparison: industrial and nuclear waste yearly produced in the European Union
•

to efficiently reject the decay heat and to avoid any chemical or water attack in the millennia. The largest mass of the spent nuclear fuel is the
depleted uranium 238U, stored in canisters on site. A couple of options are envisaged as final solution for the high radioactive nuclear waste
coming from the spent fuel: the final, geological repository and the waste burning.

•

Nowadays some countries like Finland, Sweden and France are preparing the geological repository underground (around 500 m depth), in
stable layers of rock or rock salt or clay, to place the whole spent fuel assemblies coming from the open cycle or the separated and concentrated
nuclear waste coming from the closed cycle.

•

The alternative will be to transmute or “burn” the high radioactive and long-lived isotopes from the fission products and the transuranic
elements into fast neutron reactors, usually liquid metal cooled. Some new generation reactors (or “Generation IV” reactors) are under
development also for this purpose

•

As a final annotation, the real burden given by the nuclear waste by comparison with the industrial waste annually produced should be
considered. A self-explanatory picture is offered in fig. 6, referred to the EU production.

